
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CARDINAL AND ORDINAL UTILITY

The major differences between cardinal and ordinal utility is that Cardinal utility measures the utility objectively, whereas
there is subjective.

In this way, the measurement of utility is ordinal, i. Allen, which states that it is not possible for consumers to
express the satisfaction derived from a commodity in absolute or numerical terms. The cardinal utility is
measured in terms of utils, i. In the above example ,it would only be possible to say that juice is preferred to
tea to water, but no more. However today we are not going to discuss about the secret behind Coca-Cola
success. Prepare a chart showing objectives of CST Act,  Cardinal utility is a quantitative procedure that is
used to measure consumer satisfaction. A consumer is assumed to be rational this means that she aims at
maximizing satisfaction given her income and the commodity prices and will always choose the basket that
gives her the greatest level of satisfaction. On the other end, the ordinal utility is more realistic as it relies on
qualitative measurement. The idea of cardinal utility is important to the rational choice theory. Related This
entry was posted in. It is one of the theoretical conclusion of the deduction process. There are many
difficulties in measuring utility numerically, as the utility derived by the consumer from a good or service
depends on a number of factors such as mood, interest, taste, preferences and much more. Both cardinal and
ordinal utility are vital to assess and analyse consumer demand for a good or service, irrespective of the
purpose. Prepare a table indicating the differences between a works contract and a sale. Ordinal utility just
ranks in terms of preference. QN:B Assumption of Ordinal Utility The ordinal utility approach to consumer
behavior is built on the following assumption;- i. As against this, the concept of ordinal utility is regarding
indifference curve analysis. For instance a consumer can say precisely that basket A gives her more
satisfaction than B with out requiring her to measure numerically the amount of satisfaction. Cardinal utility is
less realistic, as quantitative measurement of utility is not possible. Behavioural economics and utility Recent
developments in utility theory have tended to downplay the role of cardinal utility. One is not entitled to
conclude however , that the cup of tea is two third as good as the cup of juice , because this conclusion would
be depend on not only on magnitudes of utility differences but also on the zero of utility. It assumes
diminishing marginal rate of substitution the slope of an indifference curve is known as marginal rate of
substitution MRS and it shows the rate at which the consumer is willing to substitute commodity say X for
other good Y. Key Differences Between Cardinal and Ordinal Utility The following points are noteworthy so
far as the difference between cardinal and ordinal utility is concerned: Cardinal utility is the utility wherein the
satisfaction derived by the consumers from the consumption of good or service can be measured numerically.
There several theories that have been developed to try and explain the behavior of a consumer, however they
can be categorized in to two:? For example, people may be able to express the utility that consumption gives
for certain goods. This is important for welfare economics which tries to put values on consumption. Cardinal
Utility is the idea that economic welfare can be directly observable and be given a value. It assumes
consistency and transitivity. The consumer assumed to have the ability to rank the ifferent combinations in
such way that he chooses the great satisfy power. Cardinal utility, is regard to marginal utility analysis. The
theory assumes consumption of at least two commodities. Ordinal utility theory:- it argues that a consumer
cannot measure satisfaction numerically or subjectively instead she can rank the different baskets or bundles
so as to choose the best basket. Hicks, and R. How to cite this essay Choose cite format:. In contrast, the
ordinal utility is measured with regards to the ranking of preferences of a commodity when compared to each
other. The ordinal utility is a qualitative method that is used to measure consumer satisfaction.


